NOTES FROM THE FIELD

The GICHD Tool for Management of
Mechanical Demining Operations
In response to a need for an operational management tool for the mechanical demining community,
the Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining developed a system called the Management Tool for Mechanical Demining Operations. This system increases the efficiency of mineto improve the system including the addition of a GPS tool in 2012.

by Pehr Lodhammar [ Geneva International Centre for Humanitarian Demining ] and Erik de Brun [ Ripple Design ]
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Figure1. Demining Management Tool: Main Menu.

clearance operations by using a database that organizes and creates data reports. GICHD is working

ing processes
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ations in the field, GICHD developed
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the Management Tool for Mechanical

• A capacity estimate (area processed per unit of time)
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initial tool, released in mid-2011, is al-
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entry form (Figure 4, previous page) can be used to record op-
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and specific related information for that working day entered.
The following information for each asset is also recorded:
• Operational data, such as hours worked, area processed
or asset-specific environmental data

The tools and companion user manuals can be downloaded from the
GICHD Web page and are regularly distributed to operators during GICHD

• Nonoperational data, such as downtime and causes

training outreach activities.1 GICHD

• Hazard-specific data

welcomes feedback from users, which

Once data entry is complete, operators can access the re-

should be sent to Pehr.Lodhammar@

porting forms. The demining management tool processes
all recorded data and produces a set of reports for each asset
group and individual reports for each specific asset. For each
asset group, a two-page summary report is generated, which
Figure 6. Demining Management Tool: Example Report,
Mechanical Page 2.

studies of mechanical demining oper-

• Machine-identifying information

shows tabular and graphical data for all the active individual assets. For any specific asset, a two- to three-page report is
prepared, which shows nonoperational details and operation-
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Check out what’s happening in
the CISR sphere.

ment tool. To review the GPS data, the operator needs only to
select appropriate dates, and the software will display a map
Figure 7. Demining Management Tool: Example Report,
Page 3.
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of the area with all path data displayed as an overlay. The GPS
tracking report will be viewable and printable.
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In 2012, the tool will be improved to include a GPS track-
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(see Figures 5, 6 and 7 for an example of a mechanical asset
ported as PDF documents.
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See endnotes page 82

al/performance details, alongside environmental conditions
report). Reports can be viewed within the tool, printed or ex-
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Figure 5. Demining Management Tool: Example Report,
Mechanical Page 1.
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